Prophetic Focus of September 2021
By Apostle John E. Sagoe

Topic: Spiritual Emphasis
Key verse: I Corinthians 2:14 (NKJV)
But the natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him; nor can
he know them, because they are spiritually discerned.
This month of Spiritual Emphasis is an opportunity for us to continue to learn and grow in the prophetic and
the ways of the Lord.
As previously mentioned already we are in the second month mandated by God to watch out for as it is very
important for our world. A lot of things are going to keep shifting in the spiritual realm.
I see also a month where we will continue to pray for at least 15 minutes every day. It is so necessary and will
help us to go a long way in bringing us into an attitude of an overcomer and living victoriously, sayeth the Lord.
This season as we seek the face of God with fasting and praying and communion services in the church every
Friday and Sunday we will be spiritually fulfilled. It will be a time of testimonies and God’s faithfulness in the
lives of His children.
I see a month where we hunger and thirst for righteousness and we shall be filled, according to Matthew 5:6.
This month we will be developing a godly character by honoring the practice of spiritual discipline and
commitment to living honorably before man and God.
I hear the Lord say this season we should be in expectation for the following:
a transformed spiritual life
mind-blowing miracles and testimonies
spiritual and physical promotion
physical and spiritual reward
God giving solutions to overcome strongholds
Things to watch out for in this month of September:
I saw a thick, dark cloud coming in form of a supernatural thick blanket upon people to suppress, stagnate and
to create an atmosphere of fear in order to hinder people from going forward spiritually through all manner
of signs that have to do with weather and atmosphere challenges. But God will give us victory over them.
Good news:
I see many souls liberated and coming to God with joyful expression in their faces as believers because of the
things that God will be doing this month.
Prophecies of the year 2021 to continue to pray for:
(Let us not forget to review again the Prophecy of the Year and pray for all, that the good ones will manifest,
and that the bad ones will be uprooted and abolished in Jesus’ name.)
Church:
I see an unusual manifestation of God on earth this year.
-

This is the year people will look unto the Church for spiritual assistance and spiritual direction.

-

There will be a lot of manifestation of greatness coming out of the Church this year.
The People of God will all of a sudden start rising in different aspects of life:

o

Especially there will be signs and wonders manifesting in different churches around the world
that will almost look like a healing and miracle revival. As we look unto God we will see the fire
burning more and more, and it will flame up more and more in nations that accept God to be
their god.

o

In parallel I also saw a lot of creativity rising in the Church because God will be giving His people
direction. Therefore the Church will begin to overcome every limitation and every stigma that
the world has put on us in the past years.

-

I also see the society looking unto the Church, not only for spiritual assistance, but for godly wisdom.

-

But God says: Tell My Church to be careful because of the spirit of pride that is going to rise in the same
level and that can affect the move of God. Let them watch their hearts and be careful that they don’t fall
victim to looking unto the outcome and the manifestation of what God is doing and forget about the God
that is doing it.

-

God says: I will be guiding My people in having results this year. This year is a year of having results.

-

Those that have fallen, says the Lord, I will pick them up again, and if they humble themselves, I will put
them back in the Church where they belong to.

-

It is a year where God will honor His Church like never before.

-

I see also a year of spiritual eye opening, more than we have ever seen it.
o

Don’t forget: The quest of this year is based on the spiritual war that is in the atmosphere, and
many things will be decided this year in the spiritual world. Whether of good or of bad, it will be
decided in the spiritual realm. Therefore the spiritual war that is in the atmosphere will then
begin to manifest in the physical. So depending on what is happening in the spiritual world I saw
different nations going to war – physical war. But we must pray for the Body of Christ to be
more victorious in the spiritual war so that it will not affect those key nations.

o

There will be an amazing encounter with the Antichrist spirit this year. So we have to be careful
not to fall victim to it, because the recruiting has begun in the spirit at a very high speed.

o

Note: When we say a year is a year of acceleration, please don’t be naïve. In the same way there
is acceleration in the spiritual realm of God, in the same way there is an acceleration in the
devil’s kingdom. So in general there is acceleration in both realms this year. So be very, very
careful. Therefore we will really need protection and the spiritual armor like never before this
year.

o

God says I should let you know that He is raising some key people in the Christendom around
the world that will be coming together in unity for spiritual gate keeping so that we can stop
every calamity and every arrow the enemy has positioned against the Body of Christ. The way I
see it on a global level, I also see it on a national level and even up to church level. So let us pray
towards that because it will help to put real order in the Body of Christ, and that will also lift up
the image of the Church to the next level.

Scriptures to study this month:

I Corinthians 2, Matthew 5 & 6, I Timothy 4 & 5, II Peter 2 & 3, Leviticus 16 & 23, I Chronicles 16, Joshua 1,
Colossians 3, Titus 3, Romans 8, John 3, Galatians 2, Acts 13

